Introduction. Let R be a ring with identity and let £,-,-e M n (R) be the usual nXn matrix units, where ns=2 and l ' S i , ;=s/V. Let E n (R) be the subgroup of GL n (R) generated by all 7^(r) = /" + /•£,-,-, where r e R and i ¥=j. For each (two-sided) /?-ideal q let E,,(R, q) be the normal subgroup of E,,(R) generated by T^q), where q e q. The subgroup E,,(R, q) plays an important role in the theory of GL n (R). For example, Vaserstein has proved that, for a larger class of rings % (which includes all commutative rings), every subgroup 5 of GL n (R), when R e <# and «^3 , contains the subgroup £"(/?, q 0 ), where q 0 is the /?-ideal generated by a,-,, ra u -a^r (if^j, r e /?), for all (a,y) s 5. (See [13, Theorem 1].) In addition Vaserstein has shown that, for the same class of rings, E n (R, q) has a simple set of generators when n > 3. Let E n (R, q) be the subgroup of £"(/?, q) generated by 7^(r)7;,. This paper elaborates on these results. It would appear that, unless R has "sufficiently many" units, E 2 {R, q) is likely to be of infinite index in E 2 (R, q). 
A. W. MASON (ii) Otherwise, E (D, q) is a non-normal subgroup of infinite index in E (D, q).
Our proof is based on another result of Cohn [3] . Menal and Vaserstein's result [10, Theorem 5(a) ] does extend to other rings, including some SR 3 -rings, provided the rings have "many" units. For example, when A is a Dedekind ring of arithmetic type with infinitely many units, it follows easily from a result of Liehl [7] that E 2 (A, q) = E 2 (A, q), for all q. (The simplest examples of such rings are Z[l//>], where p is a prime, and k[t, r" 1 ] is the Laurent polynomial ring over a finite field, k.
We conclude by determining precisely when E 2 (Z, q) = E 2 (Z, q), which completes the results contained in [9, Example 2.6].
Orders in imaginary quadratic number fields.
We begin by simplifying some of our notation.
We denote the set of units in a ring R by R*. For each r e R, a e R*, we put
S(r) = T 2 ,(r), T(r) = T n (r), D(a) = diag(a, a" 1 ).
For each x,y e R we put
ST(x,y) = S(x)T(y)S(-x) and TS(x,y) = T(x)S(y)T(-x).

Then E 2 (R, q) is generated by ST(r, q) and TS(r, q), where r & R and q s q. Let d, O
and O m be as above. We may assume that d is square-free. Let
It is well-known that
where w m = mw. It follows that every non-zero O m -ideal q is a Z-module of rank 2 and consequently is of finite index in O m . We require a "canonical" set of Z-generators for such a q. 
SUBGROUPS OF GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS
We now replace w l5 <u 2 with wj, a>' 2 where
and A e GL 2 (1) . In this way we can assume a" = 0, a',/3">0 and O=£/3'</3". Let a' = a, j8"=y and B' = B. Now yw m e q and so a | B and a | y, The uniqueness of the a, )3, y follows, for example, from the fact that y is the smallest positive integer in q. Part (iv) is obvious. D Proof. We may assume that q ^{0}. Let q = (a,/3*, y*) as above. By Lemma 1.5 it suffices to prove that E 2 (a, /3*, y*) is infinitely generated when a s= 6 or y* 5= 6.
With the notation of Lemma 1.2(ii) we note that |C:Cn£ 2 (a,/3*,y*)|<oo, since T ay ' e E 2 (a, /3*, y*). Suppose that E 2 (a, /3*, y*) is finitely generated, where a 2s 6 or y*>6. Then, combining Lemma 1.2(ii) with a result of Karrass and Solitar 
(ii) By Lemma 1.1 it follows, for example, that Theorem 1.6 holds for all non-zero q where |0 m :q|> 125.
(iii) The results for E 2 (Z, q) are very similar to the above and will be described in detail in the last section. We begin with a "positive" result.
D/ask.
X=T( Xl )S( yi )...T(x n )S(y n ),
where x u y u ... ,x n ,y n e D. Now Xi = <?, + a,-and y, = <?, + j8,-, for some q t , g, e q and a,, ft e <:, where l s i s n . It is clear that X can be written in the form X = X)X 2 , where (i) X x is a product of matrices of the type YT(q)Y~\ with YeSL 2 (k) and q s q, and (ii) * 2 £ 5L 2 ()t). (Note that ^r^M " 1 = 5(-x).) Clearly A'j E SL 2 (D, q). Hence A" 2 e SL 2 (D, q) and so X 2 = 7 2 . It suffices therefore to prove that 7707)7-'e£ 2 (D,q). 
E 2 (k[t], q) = E 2 (k[t], q) where q = R or (t -a)R, for some a e k (R = k[t]).
The situation when dim k (D/q) > 1 is completely different. We require another result [3] of Cohn.
DEFINITION. Let R be a ring. For each r e R we put Let r,s e R and a e 7?*. The following identities are easily verified
E(r)E(0)E(s) = -E E(r)E(a-')E(s) = E(r -a)D( a -')E(s -a).
Now each element X of E 2 (D) is by definition a product of matrices of the type S(r) and T(S) and, since S(r) = -E(0)E(r) and T(s) = -£(-5)£'(0), A" is then a product of matrices of the type E(r).
If such an £(r), where r e D* U {0}, occurs in this product the above identities can be used to reduce its "length". Cohn's result says that after all such eliminations we are left with a unique standard form for X. LEMMA 
Let X e E 2 (D). Then X can be written uniquely in the following standard form X = D(a)E{ ai )...E(a n ),
where a e k* and a u ...,a n eD such that 
(D, q) is a non-normal subgroup of infinite index in E 2 (D, q).
Proof Choose x sD, where x $ q ©k and let Y = S(x)T(x).
Let q e q, with 9 ^0 . It suffices to prove that for each positive integer n 
Y"S(q)Yn * E 2 (D, q). SUBGROUPS OF GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS 7 By means of the above identities it is clear that the standard form (Lemma 2.2) of Y n S(q)Y~" is D(-l)E(0)E(x)E(-x). .. E(x)E(-x)E(q)E(x)E(-x). . . E(x)E(-x)
From the above identities it follows that
where X = 5 7 or 7"S. We may therefore assume that if Y ( = X(a h r,) and Y, +1 = A r (a, + ,,(7, +1 ), where X = ST or TS, and l « / < 5 , then a,^fl, + 1 . In addition, from the standard form of Z, we conclude that at least one a, £ q U/c (otherwise Z e £ 2 (Q©^))-Assume from now on that / is the largest integer with this property.
We now write Z as a product of matrices of the type £(JC). Then When A* is infinite however the situation is completely different. 
Z = ±E(a). . . E(±aj)E(Tqj)E(^aj)
Y
